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Intense picosecond light pulses of a mode-locked Nd : glass laser at XL = 1054nm 
(fundamental wavelength) and \SH = 527 nm (second harmonic wavelength) are 
passed through a sample of D 2 0 under self-focusing conditions. Spectrally structured 
superbroadened, spatially bell-shaped emission in the forward direction is obtained. 
Primary generation processes are pump-pulse-degenerate stimulated parametric 
four-photon interaction (c^ 4- uy —> u; 3 + u;4) and stimulated Raman scattering 
(u>i —• ojR + u; r), which occur concurrently = uL or OJSH angular pump frequency, 
UJR = first Stokes frequency, uv = vibrational frequency, u3 = signal frequency, 
u;* = idler frequency). The parametric four-photon interaction occurs under collinear 
non-phase-matched conditions and under longitudinally phase-matched, transver-
sally non-phase-matched (Cerenkov-like) conditions/Subsequent interaction pro-
cesses are pump-pulse-nondegenerate four-photon interaction of the type 
ujy + ÜJr u)3> + ujAr, coherent antiStokes Raman scattering (CARS, ur-
o;4 —• o; 3), inverse Raman scattering (UJA UJX -hcj^), and cascading light up-conver-
sion of the type u<\ + — LJR —> uj^y 
1. Introduction 
Light continua of duration and polarization similar to those of the pump sources are 
generated when intense nanosecond [1,2], subnanosecond [3], picosecond [4-41], or femto-
second [42-46] light pulses pass through dielectric media in gaseous [33,44,47], liquid [1-3, 
8-28, 30, 35, 38-43, 45, 46], or solid state [4-11, 15-17, 19, 23, 26, 29, 31, 32, 34, 36, 37] 
form. The generation of light continua is reviewed in [48-52]. Weakly dispersive media 
with high stimulated Raman scattering threshold (liquids and glasses with broadband 
Raman transitions, crystals with forbidden Raman transitions, rare gases) are favourable 
for the generation of smooth broadband spectra [21, 23, 24, 35, 48]. Contributions from 
stimulated Raman scattering are generally avoided in femtosecond pulse continuum gen-
eration [42-47] because the Raman scattering process becomes transient [53, 54]. Theore-
tical treatments of light continuum generation are given in [22, 23, 4.1, 55-63]. Several 
mechanisms of spectral superbroadening have been discussed as self-phase modulation 
[4-6; 10, 12-14, 16, 19, 36, 42, 49], dielectric breakdown-enhanced self-phase modulation 
[22,27, 55], combined self-phase modulation and stimulated Raman interaction [20-22,24, 
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25, 35, 36], combined cross-phase and self-phase modulation [34, 36-38], self-phase mod-
ulation of pulse amplitudes and phases together with self-steepening [59, 61], parametric 
four-photon interaction [11, 15-18, 23, 24, 27, 29, 56, 57], combination of parametric 
four-photon interaction with self-phase modulation [23, 36] and Raman scattering [30, 
36, 58, 62, 63], and Cerenkov radiation under self-focusing conditions [41]. Light conti-
nuum generation is most easily achieved under self-focusing and self-trapping conditions 
[64] where the beam focusing provides the necessary high laser intensities. 
In this paper the generation of light continua in D 2 0 is studied under self-focusing 
conditions. Picosecond pump pulses at 1054 nm (mode-locked Nd : glass laser, pulse 
duration AtL « 6ps) and at A L = 527 nm (second harmonic of mode-locked Nd : glass 
laser, AtSH « 5ps) are applied. Efficient stimulated Raman scattering occurs concurrently 
with the continuum generation. A characteristic spectral structuring of the 
superbroadened spectra is observed that is interpreted by an interplay of collinear non-
phase-matched parametric four-photon interaction, longitudinally phase-matched, trans-
versally non-phase-matched (Cerenkov-like) parametric four-photon interaction, an<j 
Stokes-antiStokes Raman coupling. Pump-pulse-degenerate four-photon interaction 
uj\ +u\ —• u;3 = uL or uSH is pump pulse frequency), pump-pulse-nondegenerate 
four-photon interaction ux + UJR —• ujy + u4> (uR is first Stokes Raman frequency), 
coherent antiStokes Raman scattering (UJ{ +VX -U4 —> u3), inverse Raman scattering 
\ujA —> u>\ + u>v), and cascading longitudinally phase-matched light up-conversion 
(JJ'X + u)^ -u)R-* cj(,-+i) are involved. The four-photon interaction in self-focused filaments 
reduces the phase-matching requirement to longitudinal phase-matching and results in spa-
tially bell-shaped light continuum emission in the forward direction. 
2. Experimental 
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Picosecond light pulses are 
generated in an active (acoustooptic modulator IntraAction model ML-50Q) and passive 
(saturable absorber Kodak dye No. 9860) mode-locked Nd : phosphate glass laser [65]. The 
laser wavelength is XL = 1054 nm and the pulse duration is AtL « 6ps. Single pulses are 
selected in the rising part of the mode-locked pulse trains by a spark-gap-triggered Kerr 
shutter. The separated pulses are increased in energy in an Nd : phosphate glass 
amplifier. In the case of second-harmonic pulse excitation, the fundamental pulses are 
frequency-doubled in a C D A crystal (caesium dihydrogen arsenate CsH 2 As0 4 , length 
1 cm, noncritical 90° phase-matching at 34°C) [66], The second-harmonic pulse duration 
is A / 5 / / « 5 p s . Either the fundamental or second-harmonic pulses are focused to the 
D 2 0 sample S (focal length of lens LI is 25 cm unless stated otherwise). The sample length 
is / = 5cm. The input pulse energy is detected by photodetector PD1. Photodetector PD3 
behind a laser or second-harmonic interference filter IF detects the spectrally unshifted 
transmitted pump pulse energy. The polarization of the generated Raman light and of 
the light continuum was determined by placing a polarizer between L2 and CL2 (not 
shown in Fig. 1). The polarization of the generated light was found to be parallel to the 
polarization of the input pump light. Different spectral regions of the generated spectra 
are registered with spectrometers SP1 and SP2, which are equipped with a photodiode 
array system and a vidicon system, respectively. The spectral sensitivity of the spectrometer 
systems is corrected by calibrating with a tungsten lamp of known colour temperature 
(Osram type H L X 64625 halogen-projection bulb at 12 V voltage, colour temperature 
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Figure 1 Experimental setup. S H G / C D A crystal for second-harmonic generation. L1 to L3, focusing lenses. S, 
D 2 0 sample. C L 1 , C L 2 , cylindrical focusing lenses. PD1 to PD3 , photodetectors. IF, laser interference filter 
(spectral transmission full-width at half-maximum is A A / f = 7 .6nm and 5.5 nm for A^ = 1 0 5 4 n m and 
\SH = 527 nm, respectively). S P 1 , SP2 , 25 -cm grating spectrometers. D A , diode array system. VI, vidicon 
system. ID, two-photon absorbing rutile crystal for pump pulse peak intensity detection at XSH - 527 nm [72] 
(applied only in experiments where an 80 -cm input focusing lens L1 was used). 
#• 
3450 K) [67]. Spectral energy densities /(A) are measured. In most of the following figures, 
1(0) = /(A)|dA/dP| = /(A)/z/2 = A2/(A) is displayed {p = A"1). 
3. Results 
3.1. Fundamental laser excitation 
Three examples of pulse spectra obtained are displayed in Figs 2 to 4. The input pulse en-
ergies were WLM « 900 / J (Fig. 2), » 1.2mJ (Fig. 3), and 90 / J (Fig. 4). The ratio of the 
central spectral pulse energy W(AXIF) passing the interference filter IF to the input pulse 
energy WLM was Tc = W{AXIF)/WLM » 0.23 (Fig. 2), » 0.11 (Fig. 3) and « 0.15 (Fig. 
4, AXIF«7.6 nm). The spectral energy content in the short-wavelength range 
A < lOOOnm (v-vL > 500 cm"1) is roughly W(X < 1000nm)/JTL>in « 0.015 in all three 
cases. The missing energy content is thought to be Stokes shifted and mainly converted 
to stimulated Stokes Raman light. 
The structuring of the spectra of Figs 2 to 4 is thought to be caused by CARS-like first 
Stokes-first antiStokes coupling and cascading antiStokes up-conversion. i>A = + vv 
marks the first antiStokes frequency position (pv = 2i/2(S = 2380 cm - 1 is used [68], see 
below). The spectral shape around vA is typical of coherent antiStokes Raman scattering 
[69] and Raman resonant (difference frequency resonant) stimulated parametric four-
photon interaction. The spectral shift of the first antiStokes peak is less than vv. The 
repeated short-wavelength structuring is thought to be due to repetitive antiStokes up-
convcrsion of the type vL + - vR —• £ ( , -+d where uR = vL — vv is the frequency of the 
first Stokes component, and represents a frequency component present after the /th re-
petition step which is transferred to vy+i) in the (i-f l)th step. The frequency positions 
VIA = vL -h \vv are indicated in Figs 2 to 4. 
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In a recent pump and probe experiment on singlet excited state absorption of eosin Y [70] 
(pump pulses: second-harmonic light at 527 nm; probe pulses: light continuum generated 
by 1054-nm laser excitation), one shot out of a series of about 300 shots delivered the spec-
trum displayed in Fig. 5. Above a smooth continuum a series of four roughly equally spaced 
peaks is present. The spectral separation of the peaks isSi>A « 2 0 7 0 cm - 1 . 
This separation is less than vv. The first peak around v — vL^ 2300 c m - 1 is thought 
to be caused by CARS-like first antiStokes Raman scattering, while the other peaks 
are thought to be caused by cascading antiStokes up-conversion of the type PL + 
£(/) — *Vv-** where v4> = vL — 8i>A is the frequency of an expected intense pulse gener-
ated by parametric four-photon interaction of the type vL + vR —• vy + v4,. 
The spectral emission occurs in the forward direction within a divergence angle of 
A0 « 0.05 rad (FWHM). The measured half-divergence angles are displayed as circles in 
Fig. 15. The cross-sectional radial distribution of the spectrally superbroadened pulses is 
bell-shaped. Conical rainbow-like emission was not observed. In Fig. 6 some cross-
sectional distributions at selected wavelengths are presented (spectra selected with interfer-
ence filters, distributions registered with a photodiode array at a distance of 12 cm behind 
the sample). The radial width of the selected spectra is roughly independent of the 
frequency. Visual inspection of the emission on a white paper card indicated a smooth white 
cross-sectional light distribution with a bluish hue at the margin. 
3.2. Second-ha r mon ic laser excitation 
Spectral distributions obtained by second-harmonic pumping are displayed in Figs 7 to 10. 
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In Fig. 7 the spectral shape of an input second-harmonic pump pulse (Fig. 7a, experimental 
setup of Fig. 1 without D 2 0) and the spectral shape of a pulse behind the D 2 0 
sample (Fig. 7b) are shown. The displayed input pulse is self-phase modulated (temporal-
spectral bandwidth product is AuL AtL » 4.7, AtL « 5ps). The bandwidth product of the 
output pulse shown is Ai/L AtL « 5.2. The spectral centre of the output pulse is sharpened 
up and the spectral wings are broadened compared to the input spectrum. The character-
istic self-phase modulation structure of the input pulse is lost. The transmitted pulse 
energy content within a bandwidth of 5.5 nm (FWHM) centred around the second-
harmonic wavelength of XL = 527 nm is Tc « 0.35. The self-phase modulated pulse parts 
seem to be predominantly converted to Stokes Raman light and continuum light, while 
unbroadened spectral components in the temporal and spatial periphery seem to remain 
unchanged and form the centrally steepened spectrum. 
In Figs 8 and 9 three output pulse spectra are shown. The solid curve in Fig. 8 was 
obtained for an input pulse energy of WSHM ^ 750 /xJ, and the energy transmission of the 
central spectral part was Tc •« 0.24. The Stokes Raman peak resolves the two most intense 
vibrational lines of spectral shift 8i>R = Iv^ = 2380 cm - 1 (symmetric Fermi resonance 
mode) and' = 2486 cm - 1 (symmetric O - O stretching mode) [68, 71]. At the antiStokes 
side, vA indicates the frequency position of vL + 8vR. The CARS-like first antiStokes signal 
peaks at a frequency shift of « 2200 cm - 1 . In the region between vL -1- 8vR and vL - 6vR 
the energy content of the spectral components at the Stokes side is somewhat higher than 
the energy content of the spectral components at the antiStokes side. At the Stokes side the 
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Figure 4 Output spectrum behind D 2 0 sam-
ple. Fundamental laser excitation. Connec-
0 5000 _ 10000 15000 t i o n o f s p e c t r a of SP1 and S P 2 at v-
FREQUENCY v - v L ( cm" 1 ) = 6 0 0 0 c m ~ 1 . ^ , i n « 9 0 M J . T c « 0.15. 
generated continuum decreases rapidly for v < vR. At the antiStokes side in the range 
between i>L = vL + 8vR and vL + 26vR some signal enhancement due to Stokes Raman-
initiated antiStokes up-conversion is observable. The strongly fluctuating signal at low 
spectral energy density is due to the noisy behaviour of the detection systems at their 
detection limits. 
The spectrum of Fig. 9 was obtained by spatially blocking the central part of the 
forward emission to spectrometer SP2 (frequency range v - 9SH > -3200 cm"1; spectral 
region of v - i>SH < -3200cm"1 is detected with spectrometer SP1). The light emitted in 
a cone of 0~ 0.025 rad was collected (0 is full cone angle). The input pulse energy was 
WSHM ä 450 j J and the central spectral transmission was TC » 0.25. At the long-
wavelength side the stimulated second Stokes component is observed and at the short-
wavelength side antiStokes up-conversion of light from the first antiStokes region to the 
second antiStokes region is observed. 
The dashed curve in Fig. 8 shows the output pulse spectrum of a pulse of input energy 
WSH, in = 680 / J focused to the D 2 0 sample with a lens of focal length/ = 80 cm. The trans-
mission of the central spectral part was TC = 0.74. The spectral features are similar to the 
solid curve in Fig. 8. Only the efficiency of stimulated first Stokes Raman light 
generation is somewhat reduced and no coherent antiStokes Raman feature is resolved. 
In the experiments with the 80-cm focusing lens the peak intensity of the input second-
harmonic light was determined by two-photon energy transmission measurement through 
a rutile crystal (photodetectors PD1 and PD2) [72]. The threshold intensity of efficient stimu-
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Figure 5 Multiple-peaked output spectrum behind D 2 0 sample obtained once in a series of about 300 shots. 
Fundamental laser excitation. Only spectrometer SP1 was used in recording. 
lated Raman scattering was found to be & « 1 . 4 x 1010 W cm - 2 . This threshold intensity is 
lower than expected theoretically (see below), indicating that self-focusing increases 
the intensity in the sample even for input pulse focusing with a lens of 80 cm focal 
length. 
Using a 25-cm focusing lens stimulated Raman light generation and continuum light gen-
eration were observed for input pump energies down to about 5 /xJ. At the threshold of 
continuum and Raman light observation the relative magnitude of Raman light to conti-
nuum light changed from shot to shot. Figure 10 depicts three examples illustrating the 
variation of the spectral shapes of the generated light. The spectral region around the 
pump laser frequency was blocked by filters and is not displayed. In Fig. 10a the para-
metric continuum generation dominates. In Fig. 10b the spectrum shows stimulated 
Raman light, coherent antiStokes Raman light, and pump-pulse-nondegenerate parametric 
four-photon light (interaction process i>SH + vR —• vy + £4', strong peak at 
v - vL « 1850cm"1 and strong signal at v — vL — 600cm"1). The spectrum in Fig. 10c 
reveals only stimulated Stokes Raman scattering. 
The radial distribution of the output emission in some frequency regions is displayed in 
Fig. 11 (photodiode-array detector 11 cm behind D 2 0 sample). The focal length of the in-
put focusing lens LI was / = 25 cm. The cross-sectional distribution of an input pump pulse 
is shown in Fig. 11a. Its divergence angle is A 0 « 0.017 (FWHM). At the short-
wavelength side the beam divergence increases from 500 nm (Fig. 1 lb) to 470 nm (Fig. 1 lc). 
The radial distribution of Fig. 1 lc includes the coherent antiStokes Raman scattering. At 
the long-wavelength side the beam divergence increases from 550nm (Fig. lid) to 590nm 
(Fig. 1 le). The radial distribution of Fig. 1 If (A = 599.4nm ± 9 nm) is dominated by the 
stimulated Stokes Raman light. Its beam diameter is reduced compared to the beam exten-
sions of Figs l ib to lie. The measured average beam divergences (half-width at half-
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Figure 6 Spatial distribution of spectral parts of superbroadened output pulses 12 cm behind D 2 0 sample. 
Input laser wavelength is XL = 1054nm. (a) Wavelength A = 1054nm. Spectral half-width of interference 
filter AX/F = 7.6 nm ( F W H M ) . Input pulse energy WLin = 850/xJ. (b) A » 1150nm (long-Wavelength pas-
sing filter opening at 1150nm) , WL^m = 500/xJ. (c ) A = 6 6 7 n m , AA/ / : = 8 .4nm, WLm = 700ßJ. 
(d) A = 5 0 0 n m , A A / / : = 1 1 n m , WL/m = 1100fjJ. (e) A = 4 7 0 n m , A A , F = 9 .4nm, ^ ^ = 1 3 0 0 ^ . 
(f) A = 405.4 nm, AA /^ = 10 .5nm, WLin=850fjJ. Noisy signal appearance is thought to be due to 
noisy behaviour of photodiode array detector. 
maximum) are displayed as triangles in Fig. 15. Conical rainbow-like emission was not 
observed. 
4. Discussion 
The experimental observations are interpreted by the interaction of collinear non-phase-
matched parametric four-photon interaction, longitudinally phase-matched, transversally 
non-phase-matched (Cerenkov-like) stimulated parametric four-photon interaction under 
self-focusing conditions, stimulated Raman scattering, longitudinally phase-matched 
coherent antiStokes Raman scattering, inverse Raman scattering, self-phase modulation 
and cross-phase modulation-induced collinear phase-matched stimulated parametric four-
photon interaction in the frequency range between the pump laser frequency and the first 
Stokes frequency, and Raman-induced cascading light up-conversion. The energy diagrams 
and wavevector diagrams of the various processes are sketched in Fig. 12. They are described 
theoretically and their order of magnitude efficiencies are estimated in the following. 
4.1. General equation system of pump-pulse-degenerate parametric four-
photon interaction including Raman scattering and phase-modulat ion 
A general wave equation system in the slowly varying moving-frame approximation 
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including stimulated Raman scattering (u^ —» u4 + uv\ ux = uL or U J S H , u>4 = a;Ä = a/! - uV9 
coupling nonlinear susceptibility xk= X,f * ' ( - ^ 4 5 &u —,c^4)), inverse Raman 
scattering (w3 -> ^ + u ;^ UJ3 = uA, xÄ = X ( 3 ) " ( - ^ 3 ; " l , -w r , cJ3) « - x * ) , pump-pulse-
degenerate parameteric four-photon interaction (ux +u\ —> <JJ3 + U ; 4 ; X ( - ^ 3 ; 
- u ^ ) with Stokes-antiStokes Raman coupling resonance structure) as well as self-phase 
modulation (u>\ + ux —> u>\ +u)\, ( — a n d cross-phase modulation 
(e.g. wi + u)4 —• 4 - c j 4 , x ^ 3 ) (-w4; -ux,u>4)) reads [51, 58, 63]: 
+ 6 X ( 3 ) ' ( - ^ 3 ; wi, % + 6x ( 3 )(-w 3; w4, -w 4,^)\E 4\ % 
..+ 3x ( 3 )(-w 3; w,, wi, -u^tffo* exp (i Akr) 
+ y £4• = - 1 2 ^ ^ 3 x l - ^ ; ^ , - U > 4 , u ; 4 ) | £ 4 | £4 
+ 6x(3)V^4; w , , - u ; , , ^ ) ^ , ! 2 ^ + 6x ( 3 ) ( -w 4 ; w 3 , - w 3 , w 4 ) | £ : 3 | 2 £ 4 
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Figure 8 Spectral distribution of pulse 
behind D 2 0 sample. Second harmonic laser 
excitation (spectrum detected with spec-
trometer SP2) . Solid curve: focal length of 
lens L1 is / = 2 5 c m . Input pulse energy 
W * , i n » 7 5 0 ^ J . Central spectral pulse 
transmission Tc»0.24. Dashed curve: 
/ = 8 0 c m , WLM » 680 /zJ . Tc « 0.74. Input 
peak intensity ) 0 L w 3 x ! 0 1 0 W c m - 2 . 
+ 3 X ( 3 ) (~^ 4 ; w,, w,, -u; 3 )£?£ 3 * exp (i Akr) 
- i6x ( 3 r (-^4; , ,074) |El I (2) 
2« ,c 0 
4- 6x ( 3 ) ' ( -^ i ;^3 , ' -ü iM)\E*\ 2 E\ + ß x ^ ^ - w ! ; ^ ; - ^ , ^ ) ^ ! 2 ^ 
+ 6 x ( 3 ) ( - W I ; U ; 3 , Ü ; 4 , ^ ^ 
- i6x ( 3 )"(-"i;"3, - W 3 , w O l ^ l ^ - i 6 X ( 3 ) "( -" i ; ^ 4 , -uA,*x)\EA\2E{} (3) 
The Ej(i= 1,3,4; 1 = L or SH) are the amplitudes of the electric field strengths; the a, 
and nt are the absorption coefficients and refractive indices at the angular frequencies ujh 
respectively; c0 is the vacuum light velocity. The first terms in the equations describe self-
phase modulation (and two-photon absorption in the ease of complex nonlinear suscept-
ibility x ( 3 ) = X ( 3 ) - i x ( 3 ) ; two-photon absorption does not occur here since there is no 
excited state at 2LJJ). The second and third terms present cross-phase modulation. The 
fourth terms are responsible for pump-pulse-degenerate parametric four-photon interac-
tion. The last term of Equation 1 takes care of inverse Raman scattering. In Equation 2 
it relates to stimulated Raman scattering. The last two terms of Equation 3 describe 
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Figure 9 Spectral distribution of a pulse behind D 2 0 sample. Central spatial part was covered with a black tape 
spot of 1 cm diameter for light in spectral range v - VSH > - 3 2 0 0 c m " 1 (full cone angle 0 « 2.5 x 10~ 2 ) . Input 
pulse energy WLm « 630/xJ. Central spectral pulse transmission Tc « 0.24. 
inverse Raman scattering and stimulated Raman scattering, respectively. Ak = k 3 + k 4 -
2k! is the wavevector mismatch; r is the position vector of E. The factors in front of the 
nonlinear susceptibilities are the frequency-degeneracy factors D (in the case of 
X^\-^h^p^k^i) it is D — 1 for ujj• = u)k = ujh D = 3 for two equal frequencies of 
ujj, u)k,Vh a n ( l & — 6 when all three frequencies uj, uk and u\ are different). 
The secondary pump-pulse-nondegenerate parametric four-photon amplification 
process ux + u>R —> wy + u;4/ (UJR frequency of first Stokes Raman light) and the cascading 
up-conversion processes wx + — wR —• are not included in the equation system 1-
3. They are separately discussed below in Sections 4.6 and 4.7. 
The absorption coefficient spectrum OL(V) of D 2 0 at room temperature is displayed in 
Fig. 13 (curve 1 represents our own measurements of our D 2 0 sample; curves 2 and 3 
are data taken from [73, 74]). Over a wide frequency range (from v « 6000 cm - 1 to the 
UV region) the absorption is negligible. In our discussion the absorption coefficients are 
neglected. In regions of high absorption the third-order nonlinear susceptibilities are reso-
nantly enhanced [23]. Absorptive nonlinear susceptibility enhancements are not taken into 
consideration here. 
The refractive index spectrum of D 2 0 at room .temperature is included in Fig. 13 (curve n, 
data taken from [75, 76] and interpolation). The refractive index dispersion determines the 
phase-matching situation of the parametric four-photon interaction processes. 
In the case of collinear interaction the wavevector mismatch for the process u\ 4- ^ 2 •—• 
u; 3 + LJ4 is given by 
Ak = k3+k4 — k\ — k2 = 27r(w3i>3 + n4v4 — n\V\ — n2v2) (4) 
In Fig. 14 the pump-pulsc-dcgcnerate collinear wavcvector-mismatch Ak(ux+u)\-* 
(solid curves) and the pump-pulse-nondegenerate collinear wavevector mismatch 
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Figure 10 Examples of output spectra behind 
D 2 0 sample for low input pulse energies. 
Absolute scale of ordinates is only correct 
within a factor of 2. (a) Input pulse energy 
WL-m^8ßJ. (b) W , , i n « 2 4 / x J . (c) WL-m* 
16ixJ. 
Ak(wx -f UJR -» ujy + a;4/) (long-dashed curves) are shown for Ai =. 27r/(c0ujx) = 
XL = 1.054/zm, \ \ = A 5 / / = 527nm, and uR = - a;v = UJv/(2-KCQ) = 2380cm-1). In 
the nondegenerate case the wavevector mismatch between and f>2 = is negative and 
intensity-dependent collinear phase-matching becomes possible from nonlinear refractive 
index contributions [51, 58, 63, 77]. 
The noncollinear internal phase-matching angle <p3P (angle between kx and k3) of the 
degenerate interaction UJX + u)X - » u; 3 + c j 4 is given by (trigonometric cosine law) 
.(PIP = arccos 
4*? + k\ 
2k<ik 3 M 
= arccos 
4«ii>i + h 3 £ 3 — w 4 £ 4 
2« 3« 4P 3i> 4 
(5) 
The solid curves in Fig. 15 display (fP(i>) in D 2 0 for A L = 1054 nm and XSH = 527 nm. 
The phase-matching relation Akr = Akxx -f Akyy + A£ 2 z = 0 generally requires 
AA:V = A/c^ = A/c z = 0. Under self-focusing or self-trapping conditions [64] it relaxes to 
Ak: = 0 (z is the propagation direction, longitudinal phase-matching) since the transversal 
phases reduce to Akxx = AktTx < AktTd < ir and Akyy = Aktry < Aktrd < n 
for sufficiently small filament diameters d. The longitudinally phase-matched (Akz = 0) 
and transversally non-phase-matched (Akir ^ 0) parametric four-photon interaction 
resembles the off-axis Cerenkov radiation [41, 78-82] and the Cerenkov-like second-
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Figure 11 Spatial distribution of spectral parts of superbroadened output pulses 11 cm behind D 2 0 sample. 
Input pulse wavelength is XSH = 527 nm. (a) Wavelength A — XSH- Without D 2 0 . (b) A = 500 nm. Spectral 
half-width of interference filter AX,F = 4.5 nm ( F W H M ) . Input pulse energy WLin » 440/zJ . (c) A = 470 nm, 
A\fF = 9 .4nm, WLm « 7 5 0 / i J . (d) A = 5 5 0 n m , AX/F = 10 .5nm, WLin « 190pJ. (e) A = 5 9 0 n m , AX,F .= 
1 0 n m , WL m % 5 0 0 / / J . (f) A = 599.4 nm, AA// : = 9 n m , WLm « 310/xJ. 
harmonic generation in light guides [83-85], and may be called Cerenkov-like parametric 
four-photon interaction. 
The longitudinal phase-matching condition Akz = 0 of the process u>\ +u>\ -+ u; 3 + u ; 4 
reads (Fig. 12) 
Akz = fc3 cos y>3 + fc4 cos ip4 — 2k\ 
= 27r(rt3Z>3COS<£3 + tf4i>4COS</?4 — i f>!) = 0 (6) 
Longitudinal phase-matching is achieved for corresponding internal (y?3, <^ 4) angle pairs in 
the region 0 < </?3 < <p3c and <p4c > <^ 4 > 0 (<p3 = 0 corresponds to <^ 4 = (p4c, and y?3 = <p3c 
corresponds to <p4,= 0). This angle range is responsible for longitudinally phase-matched 
parametric light emission in the forward direction with a bell-shaped radial intensity 
profile. The maximum longitudinal phase-matching angle <pc versus v is displayed by the 
dashed curves in Fig. 15 for X{ = 1054 nm and 527 nm. The maximum transversal wave-
vector mismatch Aklrm for </? = tpv (AkXrM = A;, sin / = 3,4) is displayed by the short-
dashed curves in Fig. 14. For = <pc the condition Akird < n is fulfilled over the complete 
displayed range for Xx = A L = 1054 nm and in the frequency range 
16000cm"1 < v < 21 500cm - 1 for A] = A 5 / / = 527nm if d = 5/xm (typical filament 
diameter [64]). 
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Figure 12 Energy level diagrams and wavevector diagrams of various involved interaction processes, 
(a) Stimulated Raman scattering, (b) Inverse Raman scattering, (c) Pump-pulse-degenerate stimulated 
parametric four-photon interaction, or coherent antiStokes Raman scattering ( C A R S ) , (d) Pump-pulse-
nondegenerate stimulated parametric four-photon interaction (no input signal) or nondegenerate parametric 
four-photon amplification (with input signal), (e) Cascading light up-conversion. First row. energy level 
diagrams. Second row: collinear wavevector diagrams. Third to fifth row. longitudinally phase-matched 
wavevector diagrams. Sixth row. noncollinearly phase-matched wavevector diagrams. 
The noncollinear parametric interaction reduces the spatial overlap lü = dj tan (p of para-
metric light and pump light. In Fig; 16 overlap ratios lü/d are displayed for the degenerate 
four-photon interactionwx + ux —> u; 3 + u; 4. The solid curves apply to noncollinear phase-
matched interaction, while the dashed curves belong to longitudinally phase-matched inter-
action where the minimal overlap ratios lüc = d/ tan <pc are presented. 
The third-order nonlinear susceptibilities involved in the equation system 1-3 are 
approximated in the following. Only nonresonant and Raman-type (difference frequency) 
resonance contributions are retained. The susceptibilities x ^ - ^ n ^ n 
(/ = L, SH, 3,4) are set equal to the real parts x ^ (-^/; u» ut) which are responsible 
for self-phase modulation. They are related to the field coefficients nlri\ of the nonlinear 
refractive index by [86] 
x ( 3 ) ' ( -w/;^/»-^n^/) = (*i/3)*2jA(vhWi) : (7) 
Their values for different /(/•= L, SH, 3,4) are set equal, i.e. x ( 3 ) (—w/W* t ^ / » ^ / ) = Xn\ • 
>i2„i (527nm, 527nm) = 2.2 x l ( T 2 2 m 2 V * 2 is reported in [22), giving x^i' = 9.8.x 1CT2 3 
m i y - 2 susceptibilities x ( 3^ J) which are responsible for cross-
phase modulation are approximately equal to x^ 3 ) (-w/;w/,-^M) = Xn\ (Raman-type 
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Figure 13 Absorption coefficient spectrum a(P) and refractive index spectrum n(i>) of D 2 0 at room tempera-
ture. Absorption curves: 1, own measurements; 2, taken from [73]; 3, taken from [74]. Refractive index curve: 
part 1, taken from [75]; part 2 taken from [76]; dashed part, interpolated. 
contribution to real part of nonlinear susceptibility is zero at exact resonance). The non-
linear refractive index coefficient responsible for cross-phase modulation is n2^\{<jjhujj) = 
2« 2,nl(^n^/). 
The stimulated Raman scattering susceptibility and inverse Raman scattering suscept-
ibility are given by [54] 
X ( 3 ) V ^ 4 ; ^ , - a ; i , a ; 4 ) ^ - ^ x ^ ^ , ' ^ 0 ^ r 2 (8) 
and 
^ ( ^ « i ^ i ^ J ^ x ü . , - ^ . 2 r , (9) 
respectively: m runs over the various vibrational modes. T,,, is half the spectral width at half-
height of the Raman transition m (half the spectral width at half-height of the spontaneous 
emission) and \ k „ , is the peak Raman susceptibility of the wth vibrational mode of 
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Figure 14 Wavevector mismatch for 
various interaction processes. Solid 
curves, collinear wavevector mismatch 
for interaction +wj —• u/3 + u/ 4. 
Long-dashed curves, collinear wave-
vector mismatch for interaction 
u>i +U>R —• (4)31 +U4>. Short-dashed 
curves (right ordinate), maximum 
transversal wavevector mismatch 
(signal or idler light propagate parallel 
to pump light) for the interaction 
u>i + o>i u;3 .+ U4 in the case of longi-
tudinal phase-matching. Curves L, 
.ui = uL (A^ = 1054nm); curves S H , 
u\ = U)$H (^SH — 527 nm). Dash-
dotted line indicates maximum 
allowed transversal wavevector mis-
match for pump laser beam diameter 
of d = 5 /xm (self-focused or self-
trapped beam). 
frequency u>miV. It is related to the peak Raman gain factor gRm by [54] 
^„ (10) 
where ujRm = LJ{ — uVtm. The polarized spontaneous Raman spectrum of D 2 0 is shown in 
Fig. 17a (redrawn from [87]). It resembles the spectral distribution of the Raman scattering 
susceptibility. The main Raman band in the vibrational frequency region around 2450 cm"1 
is composed of several vibrational modes [68, 71, 87] whereby the symmetric Fermi reso-
nance mode at vvX = Iv'^s = 2380 cm"1 and the symmetric O - D stretching mode at 
&v,2 = = 2486cm"1 dominate. Here we consider only the main Raman band and ap-
proximate it by two transitions of equal peak susceptibility \R a t the spectral positions 
VR = P \ — 2380 cm"1 and vR> = i/x - 2486 cm"1. The spectral width of each of the two 
modes is set to 2T/2nc0 = 160 cm"1. A peak Raman gain factor of H 2 0 was reported to 
be gH = lx\Q , 3 m W \ for A, = 694.3 nm [3, 88], giving X'l< 3.9x10 2 1 nr V 2 
by use of Equation 10 (^(H 20) = 3260cm"1 is used [3]). Here we assume the same 
value of \ R for D-.0. The discussed nonlinear optical parameters of D 2 0 are collected in 
Table 1. 
The parametric nonlinear susceptibilities ( - ^ 3 ; v\»? - ^ 4 ) a n d X ( 3 ) ( - ^ 4 ; u \ » 
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Figure 15 Internal noncollinear phase-matching 
angles <pP (solid curves) and maximum longitu-
dinal phase-matching angles y?c (dashed 
curves) for interaction u<\ + u>i —>W3 + U4. L, 
•u<\ =uL {XL — 1054nm) . S H , = u S H (XSH = 
527 nm). The experimentally determined exter-
nal divergence angles are included (half-widths 
at half-maximum outside the sample). Circles: 
XL = 1054 nm. Triangles: XSH = 527 nm. 
uj\, - u ; 3 ) are approximated by [23] 
X ( 3 )(-<*>3;u>bU>b-U>4) = X ( 3 ) (-W4\U>uU\i-Wi) 
^ XNR + XR](-^35 <*>i,, -u ; 4 ) 
ir 
(11) 
where xjJi is the third-order nonresonant susceptibility and f = 1 + r 2 / [ ( u ; v 2 - a^i ) 2 -f T2] 
is a normalizing factor. The nonresonant susceptibility of H 2 0 was determined previously 
by third-harmonic generation [89]. A value of XNR = 2.2' x 10~23 m 2 V - 2 was obtained. The 
same value is assumed here for D 2 0 . In Fig. 17b the approximate dispersion of 
X^\-ujy\u>\,uj{<-uA) = \ ( 3 ) (-u; 3;u;i,a;{, -u>4) - ix^ ( -u; 3 ;a; i ,u; i , —u;4) is shown (curves 
are valid for both Ai = 1054 nm and Ai = XSH = 527 nm). The values \R = 3.9 x 
10 2 3 n r V 2 and \ ( ^ - 2.2 x 10" 2 3 m 2 V- 2 give a ratio of b = X'R/XNR « 1.8: In [90] the 
nonlinear susceptibility ratio./? of H 2 0 was determined by CARS spectroscopy and a value 
of b — 2 was obtained, in good agreement with the ratio used here. 
The following Sections 4.2 to 4.5 discuss separately the various processes covered by the 
equation system 1 3 and give order-of-magnitude estimates of their contributions. 
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4.2. Stimulated Raman scattering 
The stimulated Raman scattering process ux —• UJR + uv is described by 
Absorptive losses and pump pulse depletion are neglected in Equation 12 (ax — 0, 
aR = 0, ^  = Ex (0) = const.). The solution of Equation 12 gives [54] 
IR = IRN[exp(gRIxlR)-\] (13) 
where IR = (nRe0c0/2)\ER\2 is the generated Raman intensity, Ix = (nxeoc0/2)\Ex\2 is the 
pump laser intensity (/ in Wm~ 2 , E in Vm" 1), lR is the interaction length determined by 
the sample length / or the filament length, and gR is the Raman gain factor (see Equation 
10). IRN is the equivalent noise input. It is given by [54] 
7™ * 7^T2 A " A ^ = ^WRclne2x/2Ai>R (14) 
(2TT) eg 
where Afi = 7r02/2 * s the s ° h d angle of efficient stimulated Raman scattering; 0,/2 is 
the divergence angle of the stimulated Stokes Raman emission (HWHM); h is the Planck 
constant and ft = h/2it\IRN & 0.3 Wem" 2 is calculated for vR = VSH - &v = 16 595cm"1, 
= 160cm"1, and 0x/2 = 10~2rad. The threshold pump intensity for efficient stimu-
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Figure 17 (a) Polarized spontaneous Raman spectrum of D 2 0 (redrawn from [87]). (b) Approximate disper-
sion of third-order nonlinear susceptibility x(3)(-i>f,i>i;i>i,-i>/): / = 3 and j = 4 for vt•- ^ > 0; 
/ = 4 and / = 3 for v, -vy < 0. Solid curve, real part x (3 ) • Dashed curve, imaginary part x (3) • Dotted curve, 
absolute value |x^l- Dash-dotted line, nonresonant contribution XNR-
lated Raman scattering is 
t { r ) _ \n(IR/IRN) _ ln(0.01/W//^) ^ 20 
where IR = 0.01//^ has been set. A value of « 6 x 10 , 0Wcm~ 2 is obtained for 
#u =7 x .10~u cm'W"1 and lR = l= 5cm. A threshold pump light peak intensity 
of Isn\h ~ I-4 x 1010 Wem"2 was determined in our experiments with second-harmonic 
pump light and an 80-cm input focusing lens. The low experimental threshold intensity 
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T A B L E I Nonlinear optical parameters of D 2 0 applied in calculations 
Parameter Value Ref. 
9.8 x 1 0 _ 2 3 m 2 V - 2 Eq. 7 [22] 
n2.n\ (527 nm) 2.2 x 1 0 - 2 2 m 2 V - 2 Eq. 7 [22] 
gR{XL = 694.3 nm) 7 x 10" 1 3mW-' [3]a 
XR 3.9 x 10~ 2 3 m 2 V- 2 Eq. 10a 
XNR 2.2 x 1 0
_ 2 3 m 2 V - 2 [89]a 
a Value for H 2 0 . It is assumed to be the same for D 2 0 . 
compared to the theoretical threshold intensity indicates the occurrence of self-focusing in 
our experiments. 
4.3. Pump-pulse-degenerate parametric four -photon interaction 
The pump-pulse-degenerate parametric four-photon interaction neglecting pump pulse 
depletion, absorption losses, and nonlinear refractive index contributions is described by 
[23] 
= - i(o;3/2«3Co)3x ( 3 )(-a;3; ^i^u -<J4)E2{E*(UJ4) exp (i Akr) (16) 
^ | ^ = - i(<V2rt 4 c 0 )3x ( 3 ^ exp (i Akr) (17) 
E{UT) and E(u>4) are the electric field strengths per frequency interval (units Vm" 1 s, for 
example) of the signal and the idler light, respectively. In the case of collinear non-
phase-matched interaction (Akr = Akz) without signal and idler input, the solution of 
Equations (16) and (17) is [23] 
/ K / ) = / j ^ (18) 
•I{u>4,l) =/^3)(|^ 4 | 2/l^| 2)|sinh(/3/p)| 2 (19) 
with 
« 3 = (a ;3 /2«3C 0 )3x ( 3 ) ( -^3 ;^ i^b -^4 )£ , i 2 • (20) 
«4 = (u4/2n4c0)3x{3)\-u;3;u;uujlr-uj4)Ei (21) 
ß = (K*3K4-\Ak2)1'2 (22) 
lp < I is the length of high pump laser intensity (filament length in the case of self-focusing). 
/(a>3) and I(UJ4) are the spectral energy densities (units Jm~ 2s, for example) of the signal 
and idler light, respectively. I{ujt) is related to E(ÜJJ) by [54] /(a;,) = (^ coCo/fOI^ O**/)!2-
IN{UJ4) and represent the quantum fluctuations at the idler frequency UJ4 and the 
signal frequency u;3, respectively. Is(ut) = (27r)~%(i//) = {2TTC0)~x IN{i>i) is given approxi-
mately by [23, 54] 
IN(u>t) » M/i / 3 / (27r) 3 c§]An At{ (23a) 
or 
IN{ui)^hu]cln]ne\/2Atx (23b) 
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As an example we estimate IN(y4) »"7 x 10~14 Jem"1 forz>4 = 17000cm"1,01/2 =0.025 rad 
and Ar, = 5ps. At Ix = = 6 x 1010 Wem" 2 (w^ = / [ J = 0.3 Jem"2) it is 
IN(V4)/W\% « 2 x 10~13cm and ^ ( ^ J A i z / w ^ « 10'^for a light continuum extension 
of A £ « 5000 cm"1. For a conversion efficiency of I{v)Av/wx = 0.01, a gain of 
!(V)IIN{V) ~ I sinh(/3/p)|2 » exp [(/? + /?*)/,>] = exp [2 Re(/3)/P] « 107, or a gain coefficient 
G = 2Re(ß)lP » 16 is necessary. In the case of x real (AC 3 ,K 4 real), /? is pure imagin-
ary and no amplification occurs if K3K4 < Ak2/4. When x ( 3 ) is pure imaginary (x ( 3 ) =0) it 
is K\K4 negative and ß is pure imaginary (no amplification). In Fig. 18 the gain coefficient 
G is plotted versus frequency for three pump pulse intensities. The curves apply to 
"i = VSHJP — I — '5 cm and the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of Fig. 17b. In the 
frequency region around the pump laser frequency the wavevector mismatch Ak is 
small (Fig. 14) and the gain coefficient is high. For A i = 0 a threshold intensity of 
/ ^ t h « 8 x 10 l 0Wcm~ 2 is estimated for efficient parametric four-photon interaction. 
With rising pump pulse intensity the frequency interval of high gain broadens (effect of 
phase-mismatch reduces). The resonant structure of x^ shows up in the frequency depen-
dence of G around vR and vA. 
In the case of noncollinear phase-matched interaction (Akr = 0), Equations 18 and 19 
reduce to 
I(u^l)^IN{u4){uin4l^ (24) 
/ ( w 4 , / ) « / * ( ü * ) ( ^ (25) 
with 
* = ß(Ak = 0) = ( « f o ) 1 / 2 - [ u > 3 u ; ^ 
= [ U ; 3 W H 3 « 4 ] ^ (26) 
The overlap lengths lü3P and /fi.4j/> are shown by the solid curves in Fig. 16. After a length 
interval of lüiP the generated signal and idler light runs out of the overlap region with the 
pump light. The factors lP/la^P take care of the fact that the parametric interaction restarts 
after running out of overlap and the output signal and idler light add up. Efficient light 
continuum generation [/(£) Au/wx «0 .01 ] requires I(OJ3,1)/In(UJ4) « 107. Insertion into 
Equation 24 gives |siph(/c/äj4j/>)|2 « exp[(/c-f-.fc*)/fi|4|/>)] « 1074,4,/>///> or Re(/s) = [8 + 
ln(4,4,/>/^)]/4,4,/>- For z>3 = i>5//-f 1000cm"1 it is k4P « 0.4mm (rf = '5/mi, Fig. 16) 
leading to• R e ( « ) » 80cm"l(lP = l= 5cm) and I $ t h » 4 x 1012 Wem" 2 (x ( 3 ) = x ( 3 )' = 
2.5 x 10~23 V m ~ 2 , see Fig. 17b). The high threshold intensity makes noncollinear phase-
matched parametric four-photon interaction under self-focusing conditions (small beam 
diameter d, short interaction length) unlikely. 
For the longitudinally phase-matched Cerenkov-like parametric four-photon interaction 
in filaments [exp (iAkr) « 1], the interaction is enhanced because of phase-matching, but 
the interaction length lü is shortened by noncollinear signal-idler propagation. For the case 
of / „ 4 < 4,3 the parametric generation is described by (see Appendix) 
/ ( a ; 3 , / ) « / ^ 4 ) - | s i n h ( ^ 4 ) | 2 
UJ4 cosh («4,4) — 1 4,3 
/ ( w 4 , / ) « IN(w4)\,sinh(K/M)|4 
cosh (KIÜ 4) 
cosh («4 4) - 1 |cosh(/c/M)|2 - 1 4,3 
(27) 
(28) 
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Only the most important term of Equation AI 1 at high gain is retained in Equation 28. For 
the case of lü4 > lü3 the indices 3 and 4 in Equations 27 and 28 have to be interchanged, K is 
given by Equation 26. The length lP is the filament length (lP < I). In the extreme cases of (i) 
^3 = 0,y?4 = <^ 4,c and (ii) <p3 = ^3c,(p4 = 0 the overlap lengths are (i) 4,3 = lP,/M = 4,4,c 
and (ii) lü3 = lü3c,lü4 = lP. 
For efficient longitudinally phase-matched parametric four-photon interaction Re 
(i = 3,4) of the order of 0.3 is necessary. At / t = 5 x 1011 Wem" 2, vx — 
^sh = 18975cm-1,i>3 = vx + 1500cm"1, i>4 = vx - 1500cm"1, <^ 3 = 0, <p4 = ip4c, lü,4 = 
0.29 mm (Fig. 16 with d = 5/im), and lP = / = 5 cm we estimate KIÜJ « 
0.295\x l 3\-<*M,wu-u>4) = 2.68 x 10" 2 3m 2V" 2], I&JVWA) « 1-5 x 108 and 
I(V4i0/IN(V4) ^ 1-3 x 108. For the same pump pulse intensity of ISH = 5 x 1011 Wem" 2 
and the same frequency of f>3 = vSH + 1500 cm"1 the collinear non-phase matched para-
metric four-photon interaction gives I(ÜJ3,1)/In(U4) « /(^4,/)//AT (^3) « 10~2 (Equations 
18 and 19 with Re (ß)lP = 0.111). This example shows the dominance of the longitudinally 
phase-matched Cerenkov-like interaction compared to the collinear non-phase-matched 
interaction at the selected pump pulse intensity and frequency. 
In Fig. 1 9 , / , if; = 0)i>j/IN(i>j)i>i of Equation 27 is plotted versus frequency vt (i = 3 
fori// > VSHJ — ^  f ° r &i < &SH) for three different pump laser intensities. The Raman 
resonant structure of is imprinted in the frequency-dependent amplification behaviour. 
A comparison of Figs 18 and 19 shows that outside a central frequency region around the 
pump laser frequency the longitudinally phase-matched interaction is generally more effi-
cient than the collinear non-phase-matched interaction. The spectrum displayed in Fig. 
10a strongly resembles the gain profiles of Fig. 19, especially of the curves 2 and 3. 
Since 7p2 ('/? = 5cm) is only 6 x 1010 Wem" 2, the stimulated Raman scattering domi-
nates for long interaction lengths. For the Cerenkov-like longitudinally phase-matched 
parametric four-photon interaction with a fixed product of IxlP it is favourable to have 
high pump intensities Ix (in order to achieve KIÜ £-0.3) and short interaction length 
lP (under the condition of a short interaction length lR the Raman threshold intensity 
rises). 
The threshold intensity l[Ptl of efficient Cerenkov-like, longitudinally phase-matched * 
pump-pulse-degenerate parametric four-photon interaction is of the order of 
5 x 10u Wem" 2 (see Fig. 19). This value should be compared with the critical intensity 
of optical dielectric breakdown IB in D 2 0 . In [22] a breakdown threshold intensity of 
IB (At = 30ps, \ L = 1064nm) » 8.2 x 1011 Wem" 2 was determined. IB{XSH = 532nm) 
was found to be somewhat larger than IB (XL = 1064 nm) [22]. Assuming IB to be inversely 
proportional to the pulse duration for picosecond pulses [64], we estimate 
4 (D 2 0 , At = 5ps) « 5 x 10 1 2Wcm" 2. This is an order of magnitude larger than the 
estimated l[p£. 
4.4. Coherent antiStokes Raman scattering 
The parametric Stokes-antiStokes coupling around the difference frequency resonance 
- C J 4 | = \ui \ ~wv is already included in the parametric four-photon interaction 
(Section 4.3). If Stokes light is present that is not generated by the parametric four-photon 
interaction UJX + UJX —• a;3 + u4 (e.g. light generated by stimulated Raman scattering), it 
may be converted to the antiStokes side by coherent antiStokes Raman scattering 
(CARS) LÜx u)\ -U4^UJ3 [28, 69, 90]. 
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Figure 18 Gain coefficient G = 2Re(/?) / of 
collinear pump-pulse-degenerate parametric 
interaction process &SH + &SH ~> + ver-
sus frequency v [y represents £3 for v > v S H 
and £4 for v < vSH). The curves correspond 
to pump pulse intensities (1) lSH - 6 x 
1 0 1 0 W c m - 2 f (2) 4 x 1 0 1 1 W e m " 2 , and (3) 
1 x 1 0 1 2 W c m " 2 . The dash-dotted line indi-
cates the gain coefficient G necessary for effi-
cient parametric four-photon interaction 
(conversion efficiency « 0.01). 
Neglecting pump pulse depletion and Stokes light depletion, the CARS process is 
described by 
d ^ M / d z = - i ( ^ (29) 
Under longitudinally phase-matched Cerenkov-like conditions the generated antiStokes 
signal may be expressed by 
/ ( u ; 3 ) = (H 3 e o C o A ) | £ (w3 ) | 2 
= («3^o/7r)(^/4^cg)9|x ( 3 )(-o;3;^ 1,a; 1, - a ; 4 ) | 2 | £ i n £ ( a ; 4 ) | 2 4 3 ( W / ^ ) 
= (30) 
|x^(—vi\vx,i)\, -^4)1 is displayed in Fig. 17b (dotted curve). The resonant structure 
of x ( 3 ) favours the CARS interaction at the long-wavelength side of the antiStokes 
frequency vA = vx •+ vv. At i>3 = vx + 2200cm-1 an amplification of I(u3, l)/I(u>4) « 0.40 
is expected for IXih 
Fig. 16 ( |v ( 3 ) |=4x 10 
6 x 10 1 0 Wcm- 2 , 
-23 w 2 v -
m V 
lp = / = 5 cm, and lü3 = 0.19 mm according to 
Fig. 17b). At v3 = vx +2700 cm 1 the expected 
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amplification is 7(w3,l)/I(u4) « 0.012 for 7j*th = 6 x 1010 Wem" 2, lP = 5cm, and 
/ ü ) 3 = 0.16mm (|x(3)I = 7.7 x 10~ 2 4m 2V~ 2 , Fig. 17b). At uA = 2uL-uR a strong anti-
Stokes signal would be expected because the stimulated Stokes signal 74 — IR is maximal 
at UJR, but inverse Raman scattering hinders the build-up of a strong signal at uA. 
4.5. Inverse Raman scattering 
The inverse Raman scattering process uA —> UJL + uv is described by [54] 
dEJdz = - (^/2^co)6 X ^|^ | 2 ^ (31) 
with the solution [54] ' 
W) = 4,o exp [-(afc/^)**^] ( 3 2) 
where lA is an effective length of high pump laser intensity after antiStokes light has been 
generated (e.g. by GARS interaction). The inverse Raman scattering is intrinsically 
phase-matched. AntiStokes Raman signal initially present is attenuated. For Ix =7^ .= 
6 x 1010 Wem" 2, lA = 1 cm, and gR = 7x 10"11 cm W" 1 it is IA/IAt0 = 0.0044 (calculated 
for Xx = \ S H = 527 nm). The inverse Raman scattering process explains the absence of a 
strong antiStokes signal at OJA .= 2ux — UR = LJX+U;V despite the presence of a strong 
Stokes Raman signal at uR = ux - uv. 
4.6. Pump-pulse-nondegenerate parametric four -photon interaction 
After stimulated Raman scattering has generated an intense light pulse at frequency LJR, 
the pump-pulse-nondegenerate parametric four-photon interaction u>x + ujR —• uy + u4> 
becomes active. For this process the collinear wavevector mismatch Ak = ky + k4> — 
kx—kR in the region UJr < u4> <uy < is negative and an intensity-dependent phase-
matching by contributions of the positive nonlinear refractive indices «2 ,ni(^/»^) a n d 
w 2 , n i ( ^ / j ^ ) (Equation 7) becomes possible in this region [51, 58, 63, 77]. 
The collinear nondegenerate parametric four-photon interaction is described by the 
following equation system when absorption losses and pump pulse depletion at UJL and u>R 
are neglected: 
dE{uy)/dz = - (ia;372«3.co)6[x(3)(-a;3';^i^/?,-u4,)ExERE*{u>4>)exp(iAfar) 
+ X ( 3 ) ( ~ ^ 3 ' 5 ^ b -Ux,Wy)\Ex\2E(uy) + X^^^l',"R,-UR^y)\ER\2EM] 
(33) 
d £ ( c j 4 0 / & = - ( i c ^ 
+ x ( 3 ) ( - ^ 4 ' ; ^ i , - ^ i , ^ 4 ' ) l ^ i l 2 £ ( ^ 4 ' ) + x ( 3 ) ( - ^ 4 ' ; ^ Ä , - ^ / ? ^ 4 ' ) l ^ l 2 £ : ( ^ 4 ' ) ] # 
(34) # 
dEx/dz = -i(o; 1/2iiico)[3x(3)(-ü;i;ü; 1, , ) |£i 12£, + 6x ( 3 ) (-^i;^ Ä , : ^ü; Ä ' ,a;t)|£ Ä | 2 £i] 
(35) 
dER/dz = - i(uR/2nRc0)[3x{3\-vR-ruRy-uR,uR)\ER\2ER 
+ 6 x ( 3 ) ( - c ^ ^ (36) 
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Figure 19 Plot of logarithmic gain 
In[vjl{phf)li>ilN(£/)] (Equation 27) for longi-
tudinally phase-matched interaction vSH + 
VSH —* &3 + ^4 versus v, for y?; = 0 (£,- = P3 
for Vj>vSH,Vj = V4 \ox Vj<vSH). The 
curves correspond to pump pulse inten-
sities of (1) / s w = 6 x 1 0 1 0 W c m - 2 , (2) 
4 x 1 0 1 1 W e m - 2 , (3) 1 x 1 0 1 2 W e m " 2 . The 
dash-dotted line indicates the logarithmic 
amplification factor necessary for efficient 
parametric four-photon interaction. 
The first terms in Equations 33 and 34 are responsible for the parametric four-photon 
interaction, the second and third terms describe the cross-phase modulation. In Equations 
35 and 36 the first terms consider self-phase modulation and the second terms cause cross-
phase modulation. The self-phase modulations and cross-phase modulations caused by the 
signal and idler fields E{ujy) and E{UJA>) are neglected. 
The solution of the equation system 33-36 for no input light at uy and uv is [58] 
(solutions for the case of the present input signal and/or idler light are given in [58, 63]): 
E{{1) = El(0)exp(-i6kll) (37) 
ER(l) = ER(0)txp(-iokRl) (38) 
• . / t e / , / ) = ^ (39) 
7(w4',/) = ArCwaOCI^'l2/!/?'!2) (4<>) 
with 
ny = [uy/2nyc0]6x{i)(-uy,w\,wR,-uj4,)EiER 
= [ W 3 7 « 3 ' ( « i " R ) l / V o ] 6 x ( 3 ) ( - ^ 3 ' ; ü ; „ a ; R , - a ; 4 0 ( / , / Ä ) l / 2 (41) 
K4> = [<j4V/2«.vr0]6x ( 3 ) (-wv;w,,wR, -r-w4>)ElER 
= K 7 « 4 ' ( " I " ä ) 1 / V O ] 6 X ( 3 ) * ( - W 3 ' ; W I , W Ä , - U ; 4 ' ) ( / | / R ) 1 / 2 (42) 
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ß ' = [K*yK,r -\[Ak- 6kx -6kR + Ski + Sk4]2]l/2 = [K*VK4, -\6K2}1/2 (43) 
6k, = 
Z N \ C 0 N\EOCO 
6k* = ^3X%WEtf + \E*fi 
Ski' -
(3)r 
n)t<k>4 
NR 
255/, + I r 
8kA I 
« I nR 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
In the case of AA; = -(Sky + 8k4> - 8kx - 8kR) the propagation coefficient mismatch is 
SK= 0. The largest negative AA: value occurs at (vx + vR)/2, For second-harmonic pump-
ing it is Ak»-19cm-1 at (DSH + 0R)/2 » 17800cm"1 and an intensity of 
= / K ~ 1 -35 x 10 n Wcm~ 2 is necessary for propagation phase-matching 8K= 0 at 
£3/ = vA, = 17800 cm"1. If the propagation coefficient mismatch is 6K = 0 (possible in 
frequency region vx > vv > v4> > vR by appropriate pump intensities I\ and IR) then the 
parametric amplification coefficient ß ' is maximal and given by 
11/21 
LüyLÜ4> J /3x* — — ; ( - ^ 3 ' ; ^ b ^ , - ^ 4 ' ) l ^ l l l ^ / ? l f\yf\4* J Co 
^ X ^ (-WylUuUto-Wv) 
Wo 
and Equations 39 and 40 reduce to 
UyU4> 
n\nRnynA' 
I\IR 
1/2 
x (uv , / ) = 7^(a;3/)(a;4«3//a;3«4/)|sinh(^ax/)|2 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
The nonlinear susceptibilities for nondegenerate parametric four-photon interaction 
X^.(""^3*;^iy^Ä> - ^ 4 ' ) and x^(-^4S^i>^/?>-^3') are similar to the nonlinear suscept-
ibilities for degenerate parametric four-photon interaction (Equation 11). The main differ-
ence is that resonances occur not only when u>x -- u v approaches^! or uv2 but also when 
uR- u v comes near to uvX or UJV2. The approximate spectral dispersion is given by 
» Y ( 3 ) + 
~ XNR ^ f 
wvX — ux -f u v — i f ^ u;^ — 1^ + ^ V — ir 
( C J V 1 - 0 ; , + u v ) 2 + T 2 (u;v2 - a ; , + u v ) 2 + T 2 
(UJvX - uR + u v ) 2 + r 2 (w v 2 - w Ä + u v ) 2 + r 2 
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In the case of efficient pump-pulse-nondegenerate parameteric four-photon interaction 
the amplification I(u>y,l)/IN(u>4,) « /(ov, l)/JN(uy) has to be of the order of 107 (see 
above). For this high amplification the Equations 39 and 40 reduce to 
* ^IZJ^) Ä I exp» ( I 2 = exp [2Re(/3')/] (52) 
In Fig. 21 the gain factor Gf = 2 Re (/?')/ is plotted versus v for £j = vSH = 18975cm"1 
using the nonlinear susceptibility dispersion of Fig. 20. The curves in Fig. 21 apply to 
different pump pulse intensities IsH — h- I n the region VSH>V>VR the structure of 
the gain factor changes with pump pulse intensity. Whenever propagation phase-
matching, 8K= 0, is achieved at a certain frequency, the gain factor is rather high. As 
soon as efficient stimulated Stokes Raman light is generated (curve 1, ISH = IR = 
IxRtl = 6 x 101 0Wcm~2), the parametric light generation at the short-wavelength side 
of the Stokes line and at the long-wavelength side of the pump line is already quite 
effective. Outside the range i>SH >v>vR the structure of the gain factor is determined by 
the structure of and the gain reduces by the positive phase-mismatches Ak (Fig. 14) 
and 6K. 
Besides enhanced collinear interaction in the region vR < v4* < vy < vx the long-
| itudinally phase-matched Cerenkov-like filament-limited nondegenerate parametric four-
photon interaction contributes to the light continuum generation. 
Experimentally the spectral energy density in the region vR < v < i>SH was larger than 
in the region 0SH < v < vA, In particular, the spectrum of Fig. 10b is a clear indication 
of an enhanced phase-matched nondegenerate parametric four-photon interaction 
&SH + —* vy -f v4< with uy = vSH + 1850cm-1 and 04> — VR — 1850cm-1. 
4.7. Cascading antiStokes up-convers ion 
After the generation of an intense Stokes Raman pulse the generated spectrum may 
be up-converted by the process ux'+ UJ^) - UJR —• UJ^X). This process may occur in cascad-
ing order. The interaction is described by the following two equations, if absorption losses 
as well as pump laser and Stokes light depletion are neglected: 
dE{u){i))/dz = - i (a; ( 0 /2« ( / ) Co)6x ( 3 r ( -u; ( / + 1 ) ;a; b -uRlu{i))E\ERE{u{i+x))exp (i'Akr) 
(53) 
dE{u{i+x))/dz=-\(u^ (54) 
Under longitudinally phase-matched filamentary conditions the solution of Equations 53 
! and 54 gives [23] for k ( / ) || k, \\ kR {<p{i) = 0, </>(/+1) ^ 0) 
7 ( u ; ( / ) ) ^ (55) 
' » ^ ^ 7 ( ^ ( 0 ) { 1 - |ck>s 2 . [« { l ) ( / l / Ä ) , / i / ß ] |V # -} (56) 
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Figure 20 Frequency dependence of pump-pulse-nondegenerate third-order nonlinear susceptibilities 
X ( 3 ) ( - J V ; #1  VRI ('eft ordinate and low abscissa) and x ^ C - i v ; #i, OR, -vy) (right ordinate and upper 
abscissa, curves are identical). Solid curve, real part x ( 3 ) • Dashed curve, imaginary part x* 3 )"• Dash-dotted line, 
nonresonant contribution XNR-
where 
12i 
12 
X^(~^(I+I);'^1J'--W!RJW(I)) is difference-frequency enhanced since — u;Ä = u ,^ i.e. 
V3*(—fc>(i+i)';u>i> —w*, <*>(•/)) « -ix*- is the overlap length of the generated light at 
Efficient cascading up-conversion occurs if Guc = &{i)hlRkl is of the order of 1. For 
IX = 6 x 10 1 0Wcm , 7Ä = 6 x 109Wem"2, /= 5cm, / ü « 100rf« 0.5mm, we estimate 
G « 1.7 (Ai = \ S H = 527nm; i>(l) = 20700cm"1, = 23080cm"1), indicating very 
strong cascading Raman-induced cascading up-conversion. The repeated CARS-like 
peaks at the antiStokes side of the spectra shown in the Figs 3, 4, and 9 are a clear 
indication of the cascading antiStokes up-conversion described/The spectrum of Fig. 5 
is explained by the processes vL'+ - vP —> f>(/+1) with 0^ = vL + 2300cm"1, i/p = 
f)z - ^ = i>7 - 2070 cm"1, and i— 1,2,3, where vP is generated by the process 
+ ^ —> *V + i>p described in Section 4.6. 
^(I )^( I -H) 
W I W Ä W (I)^(I+I) 
x ( 3 ) (-wp+i); , -UR, ^(I) ) 
(57) 
5. Conc lus ions 
The generation of superbroadened spectra (supercontinuum generation [48]) in D 2 0 by 
application of fundamental and second-harmonic pulses of a mode-locked Nd : glass 
laser has been studied under self-focusing conditions. Stimulated Raman scattering, 
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Figure 21 Gain coefficient G' = 2Re( /? ' ) / 
of collinear parametric interaction process 
VSH + vR —> vy + 04> versus frequency v 
(0 represents vy for v > (i>SH + OR)12, 
and P 4 ' for v < (J>SH + £ /?) /2) . ^/? = 
vSH - 2380 c m " 1 . Curves correspond to 
(1) / w = //i = 
W e m - 2 , (3) 
1 0 1 1 W e m " 2 . 
: 6 x 1 0 1 0 W c m ' 2 , (2) 1 0 1 1 
(4) 4 x 
collinear non-phase-matched stimulated parametric four-photon interaction, and longitud-
inally phase-matched, transversally non-phase-matched stimulated parametric four-
photon interaction occurred simultaneously in filaments formed by self-focusing. The 
interaction of Raman scattering and parametric four-photon interaction (also called 
stimulated four-photon mixing [34,48, 51], stimulated four-wave parametric emission [50], 
or parametric four-photon generation [91]) has been discussed in detail. The theoretical 
interpretation gives a good understanding of the spectral structures of the light continua 
generated. The light continuum generation processes described seem to be applicable 
generally to picosecond light continuum generation schemes. Light continuum generation 
in rare gases is not influenced by Raman scattering. For femtosecond light continuum 
generation, stimulated Raman scattering generally plays no role because the Raman inter-
action becomes transient and its efficiency decreases. However, under self-focusing condi-
tions the longitudinally phase-matched, transversally non-phase-matched Cerenkov-like 
stimulated parametric four-photon interaction processes also seem to be present there. In 
the case of picosecond light continuum generation in H 2 0 applying fundamental pulses 
of a mode-locked Nd : glass laser [23], Raman scattering contributions are reduced be-
cause of a strong infrared absorption of the first Stokes Raman light 
(a{vR) = a{i>L - vv) = a(6200cm"1) « 1 0 c m " 1 [92], vv = 2 i ^ = 3210cm"1 and v'ss = 
3405cm"1 [71]). 
A. Penzkofer et ai. 
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Appendix: derivat ion of Equat ions 27 and 28 
The situation lÜA < lü3 <//></is considered. Within the overlap length7Ü4, the equations 
for the electric field amplitudes of the signal and idler light read [23] 
A. Penzkofer et ah 
E{u3,z) = E(u3,0) cosh (KZ) - i2?*(o;4,0)[n4uj3/n3cu4]1/2 sinh (KZ) (AI) 
E(LJ4, Z) = £(u; 4 ,0 ) cosh (KZ) - \E*(u3,0)[n3u4/n4uj3]l/2 sinh (KZ) (A2) 
Without signal and idler input the field strengths at z = lü4 are 
£ ( ^ 3 > ' M ) = - ^ ( ^ 4 ) [ « 4 ^ 3 / ^ 4 ] 1 / 2 sinh (KIÜA) (A3) 
£ ( w 4 , / ä , 4 ) = - ^ ( ^ 3 ) [ « 3 ^ 4 / " 4 ^ 3 ] 1 / 2 sinh (/c/M) (A4). 
and the signal and idler intensities are 
I (^3,4,4) = / J V O ^ X ^ M ) ! sinh (/c/üj4)|2 (A5) 
/ ( ^ 4 , / * , 4 ) = /^3)(^4/^3)|sinh(/c/ ü ) 4)| 2 (A6) 
In the path from z = / f i > 4 to z = 2/ ü 4 < lü3 a signal input light E(uj3Jüy4) is present. The 
signal field at 2lü4 is given approximately by 
E(u3,2lÜA) = E(u3, lü4) cosh (KIÜA) - iE*N(v4)[n4u;3/n3uj4]1/2 sinh (KIÜA) 
= -LE#(O; 4) [«4a;3 / / i 3 6 « ; 4 ] 1 / 2 sinh («4 ) 4 ) [1 + cosh (KIÜI4)] (A7) 
The second part of Equation A7 was obtained by insertion of Equation A3. At z = lü3 the 
signal field strength has grown to 
£(w 3,/fi,3) = - i ^ K ) [ " 4 ^ 3 / ^ 4 ] 1 / 2 sinh («/ u ) 4 ) 
x{l+<x>sh{*/ M ^ 
= - i f i ^ 4 ) [ W ^ 4 ] ! / i sinh (A8) 
The second part of the equation gives the solution of the geometric row present in the first 
part of the equation. The signal intensity is 
I (<*>3, /ö,3) = V ^ X ^ M O I sinh (KIÜA)\: 
[cosh.(tt/flt4)]w^ - 1 2 
cosh («/ u > 4 ) - 1 
(A9) 
Along the way from lü3 to / the light generated in intervals of 4,3 is out of the interaction 
region. It is no longer modified and contributes linearly to the final signal. At z = / the sig-
nal has grown to 
/ ( u ; 3 , / ) = / ( u ; 3 , 4 , 3 ) ^ - (A10) 
«ii,3 
where lP < I is the effective length of high pump light intensity (filament length). 
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The idler signal is repeatedly generated over intervals of lÜA and at the end of the sample 
all spectral intensity components add up. At z = / ä 3 it is 
/ f a , 4 , 3 ) = ^Isinh ( K / m ) | 2 { / * fa) + / f a , / M ) + / f a , 2/ü,4) + . . . + / ( u , 3 , ^ - l] 
•= ^  |sinh (K / M ) | 2 ( / t f fa ) + /*fa) — Isinh (K/ü,4)|2{1 + |1 + cosh « 4 ) | 2 
+ |1 + cosh («4,4) + cosh2(/c/M)|2 + . . . + |1 + cosh (K/ Ö I 4 ) 
+ . . . + c o s h / « / / ^ - 2 ( « / M ) | 2 } | 
= I sinh ( « 4 , 4 ) | 2 { - / * f a ) + /jvfa)l sinh (K/fi,4)|2[l + I cosh « 4 ) - 1|~2 
l w 3 
x [I cosh2(KläA) - 112 + I c o s h 3 « 4 ) - 112 + . . . + IcosV^" 1 (KlÜA) - 112] J 
= |s inh («7 M ) | 2 i —/ w fa ) +/jvfa)|sinh(K44)|2[1 + |cosh(/c/M) - 1|~2 
x [|cosh (K / Ü ) 4 ) | 4 - cosh2(«;/ jj i4) - cosh*2 (KIÜA) + 1 
+ | cosh (K / Ü i 4 ) | 6 - cosh 3(K/Ü, 4) - cosh*3 («4,4) + 1 + . . . 
+ I cosh ( K / m ) | 2 ( , m / < m _ 1 ) - cosh'w/'^-'C/c/^) - c o s h * ' « / ' s < - ' ( K / M ) + 1]] J 
.= | s i n h ( K / f i ) | 2 ( / w f a ) ^ + /wfa)|sinh(K/ ü)| 2[r+ |cosh(*/M) - l p 2 
x f - 2 + \cosh(«/M)|2]- 7 ' . 
/«,4 | C O S h ( K / ä ) 4 ) r - 1 
... . , c o s h k ^ V M ) - l 
- C O S h ( K / M ) ^ ( ^ ^ 
-cosh ^ , 4 ) c o s h. (^ ):V )]} ( M D 
Finally, at z = / the idler signal is 
/ 4 fa , / ) = / f a , / f i , 3 ) ^ (A12) 
«H,3 
